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              Second Variety

              
 by   Philip K. Dick 
Second Variety is a science fiction short story about self-replicating robots written, by Philip Kindred Dick, an American Author who contributed to science fiction genre of literary world with his works such as The Man in the High Castle, The Three Stigmata of Palmer Eldritch, Flow My Tears, the Policeman Said, A Scanner Darkly and Second Variety ..
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              The Variable Man

              
 by   Philip K. Dick 
The Variable Man is a science fiction short story written by Philip Kindred Dick, an American novelist remembered for his science fiction stories such as The Man in the High Castle, Flow My Tears, the Policeman Said, Do Androids Dream of Electric Sheep? and A Scanner Darkly.

A war is about to break between Centaurian Empire and Terra which is bl..
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              The Defenders

              
 by   Philip K. Dick 
The Defenders is a short story written by American science fiction novelist Philip K. Dick, who later expanded this as a novel. The Defenders narrates how the war robots deviate from the very purpose of their creation and change the war hungry humans to move towards peace.

Nuclear war is fought between United States and the Soviet Union for the ..
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              Mr. Spaceship

              
 by   Philip K. Dick 
Mr. Spaceship is a science fiction story written by Philip K. Dick, an American author and who had influential works on science fiction genre with his popular novel and short stories such as The Man in the High Castle, The Three Stigmata of Palmer Eldritch, Do Androids Dream of Electric Sheep?, A Scanner Darkly, Second Variety, The Variable Man, Th..
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              The Skull

              
 by   Philip K. Dick 
The Skull is a time travel short story written by the well known science fiction writer Philip K. Dick, remembered for his numerous short stories and novels such as The Man in the High Castle, Second Variety, The Broken Bubble, and Confessions of a Crap Artist.

The skull narrates the story of the protagonist Conger, who is imprisoned now has bee..
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              The Crystal Crypt

              
 by   Philip K. Dick 
The Crystal Crypt is a science fiction story written by American novelist Philip Kindred Dick, remembered for whose numerous contribution to science fiction genre by novels and short stories.

This short story is sent in the future during an inevitable war to explode between Earth and Mars. Martians believed that a 3 member team of earth has dest..
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              Beyond Lies the Wub

              
 by   Philip K. Dick 
Beyond Lies the Wub is a science fiction short story written by Philip Dick which narrates the incidents inside a space travel.  Inspite of weight constraints and stiff opposition from Captain Franco, Peterson bought a pig like creature for its taste of food.  During the travel they were surprised to know the creature named Wub is capable..
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              Beyond the Door

              
 by   Philip K. Dick 
Beyond the Door is a short story written by science fiction novelist Philip K. Dick.  A Cuckoo clock bought by Thomas Larry is liked by his wife Doris. Ironically the cuckoo does not like Larry. His unexpected return to home on a day was embarassing for Doris and Bob Chambers, an antique-enthusiast. As they were caught red-handed and thrown ou..
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